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Introduction

However, proponents ignore the differing geological, geographical and hydrological
conditions in Europe, and the lack of drilling infrastructure and know-how, which make a
replication of the US experience in Europe impossible. The US route, one reliant on
artificially low prices driven by speculation and industry overestimates, if repeated in
Europe would be hindered by significantly higher costs, and a pace of development unlikely
to impact upon gas prices. There is strong evidence that shale gas plays a negligible role in
the competitiveness of national economies and could only thrive in Europe through
massive public subsidies which would put it in direct competition with renewable energy
sources. This report raises serious questions about the economic case for shale gas by
drawing on key industry sources, economic experts and business consultants.

Geology and water supply
Shale gas development is entirely dependent on favourable geological conditions,1
which are less prevalent in Europe than in the US, calling the feasibility of shale gas
development into question. Compared to North America, European gas basins are
considered to be smaller, tectonically more complex and more compartmentalized,
with deposits deeper, at higher temperatures and more pressurised.1 For example, shale
gas deposits in Poland appear to be 1.5 times deeper than in the US, which would
increase drilling costs by a factor of three, according to Schlumberger, an oilfields
service company.2 More powerful pumps and drilling rigs are required to deal with
greater depths and temperatures, driving up costs, and requiring the development of
new equipment and know-how which cannot simply be transferred from the US.3
In Hungary and Poland test drillings have been so disappointing that several large
shale gas operators have already decided to stop explorations entirely:
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SHALE GAS

Shale gas proponents heralded the shale gas boom in the United States (US) as an
unqualified success story, worthy of repeat in Europe – where it would bring
significantly lower gas prices and increased competitiveness of European industries.

• In Hungary ExxonMobil stopped test drillings in 2010 after results did not indicate the
existence of substantive reserves.4 A joint venture between partly state-owned MOL and
Falcon Oil & Gas was terminated, because drilling results were “below expectations”.5
• In Poland, Exxon Mobil stopped all its operations because “no demonstrated
sustained commercial hydrocarbon flow rates” were observed.6 Talisman Energy and
Marathon Oil recently followed the same path after “unsuccessful attempts to find
commercial levels of hydrocarbons”20 while other companies, including Poland’s
PGNiG and US giant ConocoPhillips have decided to abandon some regions because
of difficult geological conditions.7, 25 Some shareholders in companies like state
controlled PGNIG have complained that the government seems to have placed
“political desire ahead of business knowledge.”23

GEOLOGY

The myth of ‘cheap and
abundant’ energy from shale
gas is rooted in the American
boom, based on artificially
low prices driven by
speculation and industry
overestimates. The European
situation presents a tougher
picture, with difficult
geological conditions, higher
population density, and a
lack of drilling expertise and
infrastructure. Shale gas in
Europe will follow a rocky
path potentially leading to
even higher gas prices–
locking public subsidies into
fossil fuel use at the expense
of renewable energy.
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Finding sufficient water supply for shale gas drilling and extraction is also a challenge – approximately 17 million litres
of water are needed per well.5 Fresh water availability is very low in those European countries in which the prospects
for shale gas are greatest: Germany, Poland and the Czech Republic have the lowest renewable water resources per
capita in Europe. According to KPMG, the shortage in water supply and the location of shale gas basins lead to water
prices up to 10 times higher than in the US, contributing further to the costs of extracting shale gas in Europe.5
Without technological innovation it is unlikely that shale gas operators will be able to deal with limited water
resources as prescribed by current regulation.1

Land-intensive shale gas drillings – since 2005, up to 32,000 new wells have been drilled each year in the US26 – pose
serious environmental and health risks in Europe due to its higher population density. Most shale gas deposits are
spread across primarily industrial and relatively urbanised areas in Europe1 making large scale development very
difficult and costly. This is echoed by Shell’s CEO Peter Voser who cited “high population density” as a major obstacle to
shale gas development in Europe.8
Compared to the US, the ownership in mineral rights is different: while land owners in the US automatically receive
royalties from subsurface mining; ownership is retained by the state in Europe. European land owners have therefore
little incentive to allow drilling on their land, which has the potential to spoil water sources and reduce its value for
agriculture or tourism significantly.1 Land ownership is also a lot more fragmented in Europe, particularly in Poland,
foreshadowing lengthy and costly negotiations between shale gas operators and land owners.8

POPULATION

Population density and land access

While the infrastructure and know-how in hydraulic fracturing has been developed in the US since the 1980s, there is
no comparable service sector, equipment availability or knowledge base in Europe.9 Most significant is the lack of
adequate drilling rigs in Europe. The business consultants of KPMG and Pöyry notably stress that while the US boasts
about 2,500 rigs, there were only 72 active rigs in Europe in 20124, with a tiny fraction of them being suitable for the
complicated hydraulic fracturing processes required for shale gas extraction.5 The KPMG study also points out that the
current pipeline infrastructure would need to be significantly expanded, requiring substantial investments.5
There would also be a significant bottleneck in skilled labour, with an acute shortage of qualified personnel in Europe
who can operate rigs, perform highly complex drilling operations and streamline the efficiency of the operations,
which, according to a study by the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, will be crucial to minimise the already very high
costs for European shale gas.1

INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure and know-how

Price impact of shale gas
All the factors mentioned above, geology, water scarcity, population density and lack of infrastructure, equipment and
qualified personnel, will not only significantly increase the costs for possible shale gas exploitation in Europe, as
illustrated in Figure 1, but also make it very unlikely to lower costs in the long term, as shale gas operators in the US
were able to.1
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figure 1 Risk factors identified in unconventional gas extraction (Schlumberger 2010)
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Attempts by Wood MacKenzie , Bloomberg New Energy Finance or Pöyry to predict the impact of shale gas
exploitation on gas prices are based on very optimistic assumptions and exclude the costs of building the necessary
infrastructure. Yet they still conclude unanimously that European shale gas will become available at current gas
prices at best and is not likely to be competitive with cheaper imports, which also means that European shale gas
would not lower gas prices in the next decade.1, 4, 10 The prestigious German economic research institute ZEW recently
reached even starker conclusions. It consulted more than 200 gas and industrial experts who predict that shale gas
will only become economically viable if the gas price reaches 15.6 $/mcf to 19.5 $/mcf – whilst the current gas price
is at 10.5$/mcf.11
14

10

4

Shale gas prices and estimates in the UK
• Price estimates for shale gas in the UK depend entirely on the quality of the gas fields, which has not been
determined yet. Calculations by Wood MacKenzie show that only gas fields as productive as the highest performing
in the US would make shale gas exploitation profitable in the UK. If the fields are low performing, the breakeven
price would be double of the current European market price.14

PRICE IMPACT

Experts agree, however, that even modest amounts of shale gas will not be produced unless supported from public
subsidies. It is clear “that additional incentives, in particular tax incentives such as tax credits, tax reductions, uplifts or
accelerated depreciation, will be required for unconventional gas to be developed over the next decade.”1
Announcements by the UK Finance Minister George Osborne that generous tax breaks for shale gas companies would
soon be introduced21 and by Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk that Poland would invest more than 12 billion euro in
the shale gas sector by 201622 confirm this analysis. This puts shale gas in direct competition for public funding with
renewable energy sources like wind and solar energy13 and raises the threat of locking in emission-intensive natural
gas infrastructure.12

• Regardless of the well quality, Bloomberg New Energy Finance predicts that shale gas exploitation in the UK is
“unlikely to result in low natural gas prices”10 The Grantham Institute concludes similarly that “it is unlikely that gas
consumers would see much, if any, benefit in terms of reduced gas and electricity bills.”12
• Drilling costs for the exploratory drillings in the UK were five times higher than for the average US well.11 Experts
expect them to remain at least two to three times as high as in the US.10, 14
• Calculations show that even large public subsidies would not make shale gas drillings profitable unless the gas fields
are of the highest quality.14
• In a recent report, the Grantham Institute estimated that “current estimates of technically recoverable resources of
shale gas would be equivalent to between 2 and 14 years of domestic gas consumption, assuming that it would be
possible to extract all the gas. In practice the amount of gas that could be effectively produced (i.e. the proven
reserves) is likely to be much less.”12

Speed of development

BP’s chief economist said that it will “take years to actually generate and unlock shale production in Europe” so that
“the EU’s production of shale gas might reach only 2.4bn cubic feet per day (bcfd) by 2030 - compared with about
20bcfd in the US currently”16 Bloomberg predicts for the UK that shale gas “is unlikely to arrive quickly enough in
sufficient volume to drive UK prices below international levels.”10 Similarly, the consultants from Pöyry only see a “low
probability” that unconventional gas could entirely offset declining conventional reserves in Europe in 2020.4 In its
2012 World Energy Outlook, the International Energy Agency confirms this assessment and estimates that in 2030 the
European shale gas production would only amount to 2-3% of the European gas demand.24

DEVELOPMENT

The speed with which shale gas resources could be developed in Europe is very slow. This is an important factor as
conventional gas reserves are drying up and gas companies are trying to offset them with unconventional supplies.
However, all analysts agree that Europe won’t see an explosion in shale gas exploitation as the US has witnessed,
where shale gas production rose by a factor of 20 in just 12 years.12, 15
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As shown above, all possible indicators show that shale gas in Europe, if economically feasible at all, would be
extremely costly and develop very slowly. It is not expected that European shale gas could have a tangible effect on
retail gas prices for households and businesses.12 Even in the US, where spot prices fell by 70%, this has only translated
into a 10% gas price reduction for households.17 And the positive impact on economic growth, as proclaimed by the oil
and gas lobby group American Petroleum Institute,18 seems to be much lower in reality: the entire industry has only
contributed to 0.6% of economic growth since 2009.17
This also explains the findings of a study which shows that the shale gas boom has not made American industries more
competitive. The study by the German bank KfW tracks the competitiveness of the German and US industrial sector in the
last ten years, exactly the time when the shale gas boom took off, and finds no noteworthy competitive advantage for US
manufacturing sector from lower energy prices. The authors explain this by the negligible contribution of energy prices
on overall costs (2%) in manufacturing.19 It is argued that even in the long term, fracking does not give the US economy a
competitive advantage. On the contrary, the KfW study concludes that low energy prices reduce incentives for energy
efficiency in the industrial sector, endangering its competitiveness in the long term.19

BENEFITS

No benefits for consumers or industry

As has been shown, shale gas in Europe, if economically feasible at all, would arrive slowly, at much higher prices than
in the US and only be viable if supported by massive subsidies from European governments. These subsidies would
support a technology that contaminates water supplies, endangers people’s health and contributes to dangerous
climate change. Friends of the Earth Europe calls on European governments to support the transition to renewable
energy sources and to increase energy efficiency instead of promoting expensive, unsustainable fossil fuels. This would
not only benefit people and the environment, but also enhance the competitiveness of European businesses.

CONCLUSION

Conclusion
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